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Dear Principals,
Season's greetings!

It is my privilege of being alongside you in your academic challenges and
victories. I am always inspired by you, arrd I count it as a gift to learn along the way.

in your

academic

I want to ask you to lend me something, and you must not refuse. I want 1OO7o pass result in
XII arrd X. People have overwhelming desire for lOO%o pass result from Bhopal Region. You
become the focal point of this desire by offering 100%o pass. And I ask this for your own sake. you know
when you create success for the child you don't only frnd brighter prospect for him but also frnd the
brighter prospect for family, society and the nation. Success triggers innovation, increases productivit5r,
raises standard, promotes entire new hpside culture' and drives prosperity in general, you and I
Class

-

included.

It was situational problem as reported that held back your result to 95.660/o paSs in Class XII
and 99.85% in Class X. However, if we look back over time we see that this is not the first time you felt
that way. It is not the first time that the forces of situational problems have allected tJre performance.
The fact is the common denominator in all these past problems was yourself. You actually have been
doing the same things in different situations over and over again. It is not only then that you should be
able to change the pattern that held you back for the result of the last years. If you deeply introspect
you would r€alizs that you did not have a problem with one of your key reports but the problems with
yourself.
Results are intricately tied to the structure of your abilities to be focused and initiating goals
well defined. To get good result you should authenticate the strong sense and passion for achiwing.
Most importantly you have to be strategic in approach. The best stratery successfully experimented
over the years is the MRAP & Error Analysis and Academic Adoption' of the slow learners. I request you
do it sincerely, and the performance at the board examination shall amaze you.

I

request you to recreate yourself for forging a new identity of outstanding performer that

commands increased attention and respect. Incorporate our ideas into your own academic gestures and
actions and your magc, which is one of your own making shall be enhanced and your character will
seem larger than life.

A very special thank to you and your teachers well in advance for afhrming and supporting us
throughout the year time when we want real. IOOo/o pass result, as committed. I request you io mat<Jttre
yea.r different for real 1o0o/o pass, than all the rest.

Your school, in view of the above, shall hopefully receive as many trophies and certificates as
the number of PGTs and TGTs, amidst the crowds packed into the enorrnous auditorium.
I recommend you to share the DO with your teachers for their benefrt.
I request you to send your action taken report immediately, within three days.

With regards,

The Principal

Kendriya Vidyalayas
Bhopal Region.
Copy to the Assistant Commissioners, KVS, Regional Oflice, Bhopal. They may steer up their efforts for
the needful and report outcome on daily basis.
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